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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 130 

 

 
 

May 26, 2014  

 

THORNHILL HOME INVASION STILL HAS QUESTIONS...POLICE 

ADMIT IN CHARGING DOCUMENTS THERE ARE MORE SUSPECTS:  

We have learned that Major Case Squad investigators really believe that 

the assault of Thomas R. Ruzicka in a home he was renting at 12951 

Thornhill was not related to Ruzicka stealing from his employees' 

retirement funds and tax withholdings. Ruzicka owned the Ruzicka and 

Sons Electrical Company. The company had several names prior to that 

and now goes by RE Electrical. Also charging documents show more than 

the only person charged were involved with the crimes.  

 

Ruzicka pled guilty in Federal Court to stealing $120,000 of  401K  

retirement funds.  Unbelievably he was given probation with a requirement 

to receive drug and alcohol treatment. He pled guilty this March in St. Louis 

County Circuit Court to stealing the employees' tax withholding money and 

again was given probation. 

 

Ruzicka had over $500,000 in unsatisfied court judgments against him. 

Lawsuits for not paying suppliers, advertisers and others date back to 

1985. 

 

We have learned that the suspect Daniel Denzel Martin of Bel Ridge 

claimed to have come to Town and Country looking to rob a "rich guy" and 

chose Ruzicka's house because it had a for sale sign in the front yard and 

the lawn needed to be cut, making him believe no one was inside.  There 

was no forced entry to the house because the rear garage door was open.  
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We learned some additional information which we cannot share as it would 

hurt the investigation if there is another suspect.  

 

It is not unusual in cases like this that one suspect who has been identified 

will make admissions against himself but claim there was no accomplices 

or an inside person who helped set up the crime. Also in this case the 

victim's car was stolen begging the question...How did Martin get to 12951 

Thornhill Road?  I doubt if he took a bus.  

 

Having been around investigations like this over the years it would not be 

unusual for someone associated with a victim through drug dealings or 

prostitution to set up the crime and notify the suspects when to come to the 

house.    

 

The charging document filed by Det. Ronnie Nicoletti of the Town and 

Country Police says there are more suspects than Martin. Nicoletti wrote: 

 

"The defendant acting with others, entered Thomas Ruzicka's home 

through his attached garage..."  

 

VICTIM HAS HEAD INJURIES:  Nicoletti also listed Ruzicka's injuries as 

"multiple skull fractures, brain bleed and swelling of the brain." It turns out 

the weapon in the "Armed Criminal Action" charge was a barstool. 

Something for the makers of CLUE to consider adding to the game. 
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It is interesting that the mainstream media did not bother to obtain a copy of 

this document.  I would think residents of the area would be interested to 

know that other suspects in this offense are still at large, plus additional 

facts in the case.   

 

MAJOR CASE SQUAD CALL OUT PUSHES THE TOWN AND 

COUNTRY DEFICIT UPWARD: When the Major Case Squad is called out the 

agency requesting the help has to pay for gas and food for the officers responding from 

other agencies.  

 

$3,687 is what Town and Country paid for gasoline and food for the army of police 

detectives.  

 

2014 Town and Country Deficit 

 

-$857,320   Approved Budget overall deficit January 1, 2014 

$125,000   added for snow removal  February 2014 

-$982,320 

$    1,000  Board of Elections increase for city election April 2014 

-$983,320 

$        25 added to irrigation for garden  April 1014 

-$983,345 

+ $   3,687 for gasoline and food to Major Case Squad detectives 

-$987,032 
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ALDERPERSON'S TEENAGER PLEADS GUILTY TO UNDERAGE 

DRINKING BUST AT CLAYTON PARTY: A Town and Country alderperson's 

high school  senior child pled guilty in Clayton Municipal Court on February 19, 2014 in 

connection with the teenage drinking party at 440 S. Hanley Road on Saturday night 

December 21. Four Clayton Police Officers spent 1-hour and 34-minues dealing with 

the call bringing a number of underage teenagers, both adults 17 and over and at least 

one juvenile 16-year-old  and under to the police station where minor in possession 

charges were filed.     

 

 The scene of the crime at 440 S. 

Hanley Road in Clayton.  

 

What got our attention was how the alderperson was telling people how unjust the 

arrest was and how they would be hiring high power criminal and celebrity attorney Art 

Margolis to get Clayton to drop the charges from an "illegal police action." 

 

On February 19 it became clear that the City of Clayton did not drop the charges.  They 

merely amended the charges and did so in an interesting way.  

 

Clayton reduced the alcohol charge to a minor traffic charge of "Illegal Parking." I don't 

remember any mention in police documents of automobiles being parked in the condo 

where the teenagers were having a party.   

 

The kid was not fined, but was instead placed on a two-year probation term and 

required to do 20-hours of community service, which had not been completed at our last 

check.  
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To the best of my knowledge the only way you could violate a 2-year probation term for 

Illegal Parking is to illegally park.   Normally other jurisdictions don't check for probation 

status when writing a parking ticket.     

 

I have not named the alderperson or the kid, as high school kids are known to do stupid 

things.  However if the kid does another stupid thing and gets arrested again  we will 

identify them.   

  

CLAYTON DIDN'T WANT TO GIVE UP PUBLIC RECORDS OR OPEN COURT 

RECORDS:  Court records are suppose to free to the public to review and find out case 

dispositions...copies are suppose to cost money...apparently the exception is the City of 

Clayton.  

 

From: June Frazier [mailto:jFrazier@claytonmo.gov]  

Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 4:44 PM 

To: 'John Hoffmann' 

Subject: RE: disposition request 

 

RE:      Request for Public Records – Disposition in case S121042877-8 -###########. 

 

Dear Mr. Hoffman: 

 

Your request dated April 26, 2014 has been researched and the results of your request are 
below: 
 
Case # S121042877-8 - Disposition entered 02/19/14 

 

 Probation for 12 months – expires 02/19/15 

 Amended to Other Parking Violation 

 20 hours community service to be completed by 06/18/14 (NOTE: this has not been 
completed as of 4/26/14) 

 Payment of $26.50 court costs 
 

A breakdown of all costs involved for your request is listed below: 
 

Research time – .25 hr. @ $20.19 per hr.    =          $5.05 
                                                                                     

            TOTAL DUE                                                               $5.05 (waived)             
 

Customarily the City requires that payment of the estimate be received prior to staff beginning 

the process of producing the records you have requested, but due to the minimal amount of 

time for research and copying I will waive those costs at this time.   

 

Sincerely, 
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June Frazier, MRCC 

City Clerk 314.290.8469 • Fax 314.863.0295 • jwaters@ci.clayton.mo.us 

 

 

As a former police detective, an investigator for a government regulator and 

having worked off-duty for over a decade investigating fires, arsons and 

frauds for insurance companies all over the United States not to mention 

working as a journalist covering Congress and the DOJ in Washington, DC  

I never once had any court clerk attempt to or claim there was a charge for 

reviewing court records and dispositions. Making copies has always 

involved charges, ranging from reasonable fees of 10-cents a copy to a 

dollar a page in Duluth, Minnesota...but never a charge to find out a 

disposition...that is until on May 13 when Clayton City Clerk June Frazier 

told me she was waiving a $5.05 charge not for a copy of a court record but 

simply to learn a disposition. The idea of telling the public there is a fee to 

find out court dispositions is sad.  

 

 

DEFENSE ATTORNEYS HAVE GOTTEN THE MUNICIPAL LEAGUE'S 

ATTENTION ON KEEPING COURTS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: We were 

forwarded this email from the Executive Director of the Muni League to 

members concerning a group of defense attorneys who are trying to make 

municipal court more open. 

 
From: League Staff <staff@stlmuni.org> 

Date: May 8, 2014 at 10:00:09 AM CDT 

To: League Staff <staff@stlmuni.org> 

Subject: Municipal court access under review 

Reply-To: <staff@stlmuni.org> 

Dear League Members: 

            I am not sure how many cities limit access to municipal court room.  A 

group of attorneys with some significant clout have taken issue with policies that 

limit who can watch court proceedings.  They approached some cities about signs 

mailto:jwaters@ci.clayton.mo.us
mailto:staff@stlmuni.org
mailto:staff@stlmuni.org
mailto:staff@stlmuni.org
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and websites that prohibit children, prohibit anyone other than the defendant 

and attorneys, etc. from entering the court room.   To avoid some sort of court 

imposed rule changes from above, a group of municipal attorneys and judges are 

meeting with those attorneys seeking changes in hopes of developing a more 

practical approach (other than a one size fits all court mandate).  They hope to 

issue recommendations next month that would allow cities with limited room or 

other concerns to consider policy options that would allow more access to your 

court rooms.  I assume they will consider facility size, technological options, 

extending court hours or dates, other venues under your control and so on.  Let’s 

hope they can all work out some reasonable options. 

            While this review is underway, it may be wise to consider taking the target 

off your back by removing or modifying any written limits you may have on your 

website or posted on your property, if it is practical to do so.  Hopefully the issue 

can be addressed without criticizing cities or bringing negative publicity. 

   

Tim Fischesser 

Executive Director 

1034 Brentwood Blvd Suite 410 

Richmond Heights, Mo. 63117 

314-726-4747 

314-7261520 

wwwstlmuni.org 

CHESTERFIELD IS STILL ONE OF THE WORST:  The City of Chesterfield 

still has one of the worst city courts in terms of the public having any idea as to what is 

going on.  The hippie judge Rick Brunk still calls up the defense attorney, defendant and 

prosecutor to just in front of him and they whisper back and forth. It is impossible to sit 

in the courtroom and hear what is going on.  If new city councilpersons want to attend 

court they put them on the dais right next to the judge otherwise they would have no 

idea what was happening. 

http://wwwstlmuni.org/
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Judge Rick "The Judge Whisperer" Brunk 

 

In properly run courts the defense attorney, defendant and prosecutor sit at table well in 

front of the dais (bench) or stand at a podium and speak up so the judge and anyone 

else in the courtroom can hear them and the judge's ruling.  

 

Town and Country does not keep things a big secret but Creve Coeur, where the 

Chesterfield prosecutor Tim Englemeyer sits as the judge, it is another whisper fest.  

 

LITTLE TOWNS HAVE OPEN COURT RECORDS...WHY NOT CHESTERFIELD AND 

TOWN AND COUNTRY?  All the county courts in all 114 counties in Missouri have their 

court records in the casenet system that is online and available for public review.  Many 

municipalities in Missouri also file their municipal court cases on casenet so they are 

completely open to anyone with a computer.  

 

However, of 91 municipalities in St. Louis County exactly three have made their court 

records open to the public and easier to lookup. They are tiny Bella Villa, only slightly 

larger Bel Ridge and St. Ann.    

 

The wealthy cities full of Republicans who claim they are for open government refuse to 

place their court records in casenet. They want the "out of the public view" policy to 

continue.  The cities that have more Democrats as alderpersons and councilperson are 

just as bad. 

 

I understand why Town and Country won't put their records in casenet.  Their mayor is a  

lawyer, a longtime lobbyist, and the former municipal prosecutor of Sunset Hills who has 

left a trail of questionable ethical baggage, including those complaints confirmed by the 

Missouri Ethics Commission. The board of aldermen in Town and Country has never 

shown any gumption to challenge Mayor Jon Dalton on open records, open court or 

open meetings. After installing an audio taping system at considerable cost, the Board 

of Aldermen voted on the advice of the city attorney not to use it. (Exact transcripts 

could hurt the city in lawsuits the city attorney said...to hell with the helping the public!)  
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In Chesterfield the mayor is a retired military and airline pilot. There is only one member 

on the city council who is a lawyer.  However, none of them have shown any interest in 

making the city court open to the public by forcing proceedings to be able to be heard 

by the public and records being easily reviewed by the public.  

 

      

 

 CUSTOMER AT LOCAL ESTATE SALE:  The following shopper was  

greeting customers arriving at the Estate Sale at 18 Country Life Acres on 

Sunday afternoon May 18. 

 

   
 

LOOKS LIKE TAXPAYERS WILL BE CUTTING  EX CON DRUG 

DEALERS' HIGH GRASS AGAIN IN 2014...or BAD NEIGHBOR BRIAN:  

The ex-con drug dealer and internet marketer with judgments against his 

schemes, Brian Marchant-Calsyn moved out of his house at 1761 Topping 

Road in the spring of 2012. The front 1.6 acre lot was sold off by the 

mortgage holder to Rehquist Homes. However, despite not living there 

Marchant-Calsyn is still listed on the deed and tax rolls as the owner.  

 Last year he quit maintaining the yard and was the only case all 

year on the city's High Grass and Weed Nuisance docket.  The city ended 

up harvesting the yard for $600 and placed a lien against the property that 

Marchant-Calsyn paid this last December. It appears as if the 2014 growing 
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season means the city will be cutting Marchant-Calsyn's lawn again.  check 

out the below photos: 

September 2013 

 
May 13, 2014 
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May 20, 2014 

   
 

 

UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 75 

 

 
 

May 26, 2014 

 

By  John Hoffmann 

 

SPEAKING OF HIGH GRASS:  The Chesterfield Planning and Public Works 

Committee voted on Thursday May 22 to reduce the height of grass growing in a 

residential area to be considered a violation from 12 inches to 10 inches.  

 

Staff reported that St. Louis County's height for violation of grass is eight inches and 

Wildwood's is 10 inches.  

 

Chesterfield has only one code enforcement officer and he expressed an opinion 

through planning head Aimee Nassif that having the violation level reduced to eight 

inches would create more violations than he could handle.  
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The reason for reducing the violation height was to start the process of forcing property 

owners to cut the grass or having the city do it and place a lien against the property 

earlier before it reaches level of several feet or more in height.  

 

I mentioned this to a friend later that night and he seemed to think that grass at 36 

inches versus just 34 inches might not be that big of a difference.  

 

The recommendation to reduce the violation height of grass from 12-inches to 10-inches 

passed on a 4-0 vote and will be sent to the full City Council for consideration.  

    

 

LADUE ROAD RECONSTRUCTION TO START IN A MONTH:  Chesterfield 

Public Services Director Mike Geisel told councilmen before the May 19 meeting that 

the Ladue Road reconstruction work involving the majority of the road from Highway 

141 to Olive Blvd had been given to the low bidder, Millstone Construction.  The project 

is to cost $2,490,000 and will begin sometime in June and be finished hopefully by the 

end of the year.  

 

The road which is currently an asphalt overlay. It will be no more.  The road surface will 

be replaced completely with concrete. In fact instead of using a 7-inch concrete base, it 

will be an 8-inch concrete base that should increase the longevity of the road. 

 

Due to grants and funding from St. Louis County when Chesterfield agreed to take over 

Ladue Road, the City of Chesterfield will only be paying 29% of the $2,490,000. 

 

 

PUBLIC WORKS LOVEFEST:  At the start of the council meeting Mayor Bob 

Nation gave Mike Geisel a proclamation declaring it Public Works Week and stating 

what an outstanding job the City's Public Works Department does.  

 

For the last three years under two different mayors I have seen the same proclamation 

presented and the same speech by Geisel, who thanks the city councils for never 

injecting politics into public works issues.  

 

After the meeting I asked Mike when he city started issuing the Public Works Week 

proclamations.  He said 15 years ago.  
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I then asked if he didn't have a wall space issue of finding spots to hang the 

proclamations. He said they split the awards between the Public Works facility walls and 

the Public Services Department walls at city hall.     

          
Public Services Director Mike Geisel accepting another proclamation...now to find somewhere to 

hang it.   

 

SUE ALLEN:  Work the Tax Pool Issue Out:  State Representative Sue Allen was 

at the May 19 City Council meeting. She addressed the Council and talked about the St. 

Louis County Sales Tax Pool, which was created by the State Legislature. Cities prior to 

1983 could be either "point of sale" cities where they keep all their 1-cent general sales 

tax revenue or they could be a "pool" city where the money goes into a large pool 

shared by all participants. New cities after 1983 had to in the pool and could not be 

"point of sale" cities. 

 

Chesterfield was incorporated in 1988 meaning it had to be a "pool" city.  With a large 

shopping center and huge areas of shopping in the former flood prone Chesterfield 

Valley the city generates lots of sales taxes and the city council plus the mayor want to 

keep more of the cash. Chesterfield currently gives to the pool 54% of the money it 

generates.  Many cities including poor and wealthy ones without commercial districts 

want to "pool" law to remain.   

 

Allen said that while the State legislature created the "sales tax pool" law it would be up 

to the cities in S. Louis County to come up with a compromise agreement indicating that 

Chesterfield would not likely get to keep all the money it generated. 
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Sue Allen one of seven state reps with part of their district in Chesterfield waits to speak to the council. 

Sue explaining the facts of life to the Council that state reps from outside of St. Louis County really don't 

care about the St. Louis County Sales Tax Pool of what Chesterfield thinks about it.   

 

"Nobody in the rest of the State really cares about it (St. Louis County sales tax pool 

law) or what we do," she said. 

 

As we have reported before, many state reps' district overlapped cities that want to keep 

the tax pool and those that want to go back to point of sale, making this a political 

stalemate.   

 

Considering Councilwoman Nancy Greenwood's lone vote against spending $60,000 for 

a lobbyist to work out state legislature, Greenwood looks like a prophet, saying it was a 

waste money followed two months later with Allen's comment that representatives 

outside of St. Louis County don't give a rat's ass about the issue.   

  Nancy Greenwood 
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AFTER A LONG DARK WINTER MAIL SERVICE RETURNS BACK TO 

NORMAL:  I'm sure most everyone noticed how the mail over the winter was arriving 

much later than usual.  My mail, which used to arrive around 2pm was coming at 5 

o'clock or later, often after dark during the winter months. 

 

Postal Carriers were saying that the local Postmaster had ordered them to start at 8:30 

instead of 7 or 7:30.  Local officials stated the orders came from Washington, DC and 

then explained that some mail was arriving late at local post offices from the distribution 

center making impossible for carriers to start at 7:30. 

 

Carriers were asking their customer to complain and many did.  

 

Now that Spring has arrived my mail is showing up at 2 o'clock again.  My carrier says 

they are allowed to start at 7:30 again and he is getting done by 4 of 4:30 instead of 

5:30 or  6 o'clock.  
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BASEBALL:  STAN, MOE AND JOE:   

        
 

In 1958 on May 13 Stan Musial was held out of the lineup in a game with the Cubs at 

Wrigley Field. Stan had 2,999 hits and the club wanted him to break the record in St. 

Louis.  However with the Cardinals losing late in the game Stan-the-Man was sent up to 

pinch hit and delivered with a double for number 3,000.  The Cards won the game 5-3. 

 

Hit number 3,000 came off of a pitcher who like Musial had a Polish name.  On the 

mound was Moe Drabowsky, who had a career that covered parts of thee decades as a 

major league pitcher, who finished with a 88-105 and a 3.71 ERA with 55 saves, but 

with a 7-2 record and a 3.17 ERA and 10 saves with the Cardinals in 1971 and 1972.  

 

Drabowksy might be noted for giving up Stan Musial's 3,000 but what was really 

remarkable was his performance in Game One of the 

1966 World Series where he entered the game in relief and pitched 6 2/3 innings 

against the Dodgers striking out 11 for the Baltimore Orioles. The O's swept the 

Dodgers with Sandy Koufax and Don Drysdale.  
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Moe pitched before the advent of "Tommy John" elbow ligament  replacement surgery 

and pitched over half of his career as a sore-arm hurler who relied on change of speeds 

to fool batters.  

 

Moe would tell you how he held the record for the most homeruns hit by a Polish 

baseball player. Most fans would immediately say how that was crazy as Stan Musial hit 

475 homeruns. Moe would then happily explain that Musial was born in Donora, 

Pennsylvania while he was born in 1935 in Ozanna, Poland and his five homeruns over 

17 years sets the mark for the most hit by a Polish major leaguer player.  

 

Moe was famous for practical jokes.  He was the master at giving hot foots.  He was 

traded so often that he was one of just two players who played for both the Kansas City 

Athletics and the Kansas City Royals. Once while with a visiting team in Kansas City he 

called up the Royals bullpen from the visitors' bullpen phone (he remembered the phone 

number from his time with the KC A's) impersonated the A's manager's voice and 

ordered a pitcher to start warming up in the middle of game where the A's starter was 

throwing a shutout.  

 

In between his playing career and his front office career he was a stockbroker in 

Chicago working for a firm owned by A's owner Charlie Finley.  When he returned to 

baseball you could often find Moe in a minor league clubhouse either teaching players 

how to hide snakes in their teammate's shaving kits, how to give hotfoots or discussing 

stock picks with the coaching staff.    

 

I got to know Moe pretty well during my eight years as a baseball writer covering the 

minor leagues on the east coast.  Moe was the minor league pitching coordinator for the 

Orioles and for one season was the pitching coach of the minor league Delmarva 

Shorebirds.        

 

I got to see two of Moe's jokes from the press box.  Once in the press box in Frederick 

Maryland and other time in Salisbury, Maryland.    

 

In Frederick, a pizza would arrive in the third inning delivered to the press box. By the 

fifth inning the team's mascot would patrol the stands in between innings and give the 

pizza away to a lucky fan. One night Moe was with Don Buford the Oriole's assistant 

Farm Director and a member of the USC Hall of Fame and the Oriole Hall of Fame. 

They were sitting next to me when the pizza arrived.  Moe took out of a knife and cut the 

pizza away from the crust and handed out pizza to people in the press box, leaving just 
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the crust ring.  He wrote a note on the back of his business card that said, "We were 

hungry so we ate your pizza. Thanks!  Take this card to the Oriole's ticket office at 

Camden Yards for four free box seat tickets."  

  
Crust was all the lucky fan got...                 Don Buford a co-conspirator  

 

The time in Salisbury, the Orioles' farm club the Shorebirds had won the division title 

and were about to play for the league's championship. Just as the players were coming 

back on the field through a tunnel from the clubhouse under the stands with the PA 

announcer screaming out each player's name, the stadium's fire alarm system went off 

and the sold out crowd was told by a recorded voice to exit the stadium.  

 

It turned out the Moe, the team's pitching coach had taken a fire extinguisher and was 

spraying his pitchers with a blast from the extinguisher as they ran out of the tunnel  

claiming they were "so hot" they needed to be cooled off. The clouds from fire 

extinguisher set off the smoke alarms which ordered the evacuation .                

   
A fire extinguisher in the hands of then pitching coach Moe Drabowsky almost emptied this stadium. 

 

So how does Joe Torre come into this story?  In 1971 while Torre was putting up the 

league's best batting average (.363 with 137 RBI) on his way to winning the league's 
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MVP award, he and Moe were sharing a cheap two-bedroom apartment in the 

Crestview Apartments (now named the Forest View Apartments) located behind the old 

66-Park-IN drive-in movie theater and the cinder block studios of KSHE.  The two would 

car pool to Busch stadium together.    Boy have times and players' salaries changed.  

Moe died of cancer  in 2006. 

 

   
 

  

OUR PICK FOR TOP SCHOLAR ATHLETE : When the Post-Dispatch Scholar- 

Athlete insert arrived with the morning newspaper, I took some time looking at it for a 

change., instead of putting in the recycle pile.  I was interested because they asked 

each kid what their favorite book was and who their favorite musician was. 

 

Of course a lot of the kids listed popular rock groups and books like the Harry Potter or 

Hunger Games series as their favorites.  Required reading from my high school days 

were also listed. To Kill a Mockingbird was the favorite book of five students. Even 

Catcher in the Rye got a couple of votes.  
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Thomas Cassimatis of Fort Zumwalt South, a swimmer ranked 14th in a class of 346 

was the only student-athlete to list a book by Stephen Hawking as his favorite or the 

Beatles as his favorite musical group.  

 

     
 

 

Shawma Chun from tiny Thomas Jefferson Prep School in Sunset Hills is a rower.  

I'm not sure exactly where Thomas Jefferson goes to compete in rowing.  Chun was the 

only student-athlete to pick Anna Karenia by Tolstoy as his favorite book. He also 

picked an older group as his favorite music act, The Rolling Stones.  
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Lindbergh's John Patrick Korenak, a wrestler headed to the Naval Academy was the 

only kid to pick the stars of PBS pledge drives, The Celtic Women as his favorite music 

group.  

   
The Celtic Women                                                                       The Wrestler soon to be a Plebe    

 

HOWEVER, OUR TOP PICK FOR THE SMARTEST KID OF THE GROUP GOES TO:  

Madeleine Elizabeth Sutherland of Warrenton High School. Madeleine who was first 

in her class of 227 and on the swim team was almost disqualified when she listed her 

future college major as journalism, since we all know that there are not any jobs left in 

that field and kids who graduate from MU with J-Degrees are under paid and force out 

experienced reporters and editors. However she was the only one to pick John 

Steinbeck's East of Eden as her favorite book.  But she jumped to the top of the list 

when she picked America's greatest female vocalist Ella Fitzgerald as her favorite 

musician.   If I had to guess...I'd guess 98% of the 2014 Post-Dispatch Scholar-Athletes 

have never heard of Ella Fitzgerald.  Ella was not only Madeleine's favorite singer, but 

all the top signers of Fitzgerald's time wanted to appear or record with Ella...see below:  

  

     
Madeleine Sutherland                  Ella                                         Nat and Ella 
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Frank Sinatra appeared with Ella in 3 different decades.  Ella and Mel Torme on a TV special         

 

    
                                          Ella with Joe Williams, George Shearing and Oscar Peterson.  

\ 

     
Tony Bennett and Ella                                Armstrong and Fitzgerald            
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Dean and Ella                                        Sinatra, Ella and Count Basie 

 

     
Maurice Chevalier, Ella and Duke Ellington        Carol and Ella  

 

Karen Carpenter and Ella                                        Cosby and Fitzgerald on the air    
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Caterina Valenta, Perry Como and Ella            Ella, Andy Williams and Dinah Shore  

 

   
 

 

MUSIC: Sunny Friedman was at Smitty's  on June 17 with Anita Rosamond.  Sunny and 

her late husband were the owners of the Playboy Club on Lindell Blvd back in the 1960s 

and 70s.  She can still knock out the songs in 2014.  Anita is back at Smitty's on 

Saturday June 21 from 2:30 to 5:30.   
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ONE-19 NORTH:  After filling the place up on the first "Rat Pack Monday" featured in 

our last newsletter with Dean Christopher, Jim Manley returned to One-19 North in 

Kirkwood five days later.  It was scheduled as a duo, but as is often the case...where 

Manley plays other musicians show up and sit in.  Randy Bahr on guitar and Joe Bayer 

on sax turned a duo of Jim and Arthur Toney into a quartet. In the crowd included 

musicians, Al Ox, Dan Smith and Bill Simpson.       

  
 

AT LITTLE BOHEMIA.  The Wednesday night jazz set at what we like to call Little 

Bohemia, Sasha's on DeMun in Clayton (where they have a very good brisket 

sandwich) top saxophone guy Larry Johnson showed up for a surprise sit-in and jam 

session.  Larry is an elementary, high school and college adjunct music teacher in the 

St. Charles area. Normally you don't see Larry sitting in until June when school is out.  

He made an exception last week.   
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CARTOONS 
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